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Abstract

We describe the incorporation of excitation-induced dephasing (EID) into the Maxwell–Bloch numerical simulation

of photon echoes. At each time step of the usual numerical integration, stochastic frequency jumps of ions—caused by

excitation of neighboring ions—is modeled by convolving each Bloch vector with the Bloch vectors of nearby frequency

detunings. The width of this convolution kernel follows the instantaneous change in overall population, integrated over

the simulated bandwidth. This approach is validated by extensive comparison against published and original

experimental results. The enhanced numerical model is then used to investigate the accuracy of experiments designed to

extrapolate to the intrinsic dephasing time T2 from data taken in the presence of EID. Such a modeling capability offers

improved understanding of experimental results, and should allow quantitative analysis of engineering tradeoffs in

realistic optical coherent transient applications.
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1. Introduction

In an inhomogeneously broadened material,
such as those used for spectral-hole burning or
coherent transients, each dopant ion has a narrow
resonance frequency (or homogeneous linewidth)
dictated by its local neighborhood. The unique
properties of these materials for storage and data
processing applications [1–4] arise from the
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combination of this narrow homogeneous line
width, a broad distribution of such resonances (the
inhomogeneous line width), and long coherence
times (the time during which the ions that share a
resonance frequency respond collectively).
However, optical excitation of other ions within

an ion’s local neighborhood can shift its resonance
frequency [5–10] due to changes in static electric–
dipole moment [7], magnetic dipole–dipole inter-
action [9], or even lattice vibration [11,12]. These
effects are often viewed as being the optical analog
to the instantaneous diffusion seen in nuclear
magnetic resonance [13,14]. During a photon echo,
d.
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such frequency shifts lead to an additional loss of
coherence known as excitation-induced dephasing
(EID) or instantaneous spectral diffusion. As a
result, the measured photon echo decay rate
depends on the excitation intensity, in contrast to
the predictions of the standard optical Bloch
equations [15,16]. (Similar intensity-dependent
decays can also occur during free-induction decay
[17,18].) A summary of EID observations in
photon echoes (as of 1996) can be found in
Ref. [19].
In an engineering sense, the presence of a

dephasing time T2 already limits the maximum
time delay between two pulses that can be stored
or processed with a coherent transient system.
Given that the maximum bandwidth is determined
by—absent other limiting effects—the inhomoge-
neous line width, the effect of T2 is to set the
maximum time–bandwidth product and thus the
number of data bits that can be stored or
processed. The additional presence of EID intro-
duces a set of complex and undesired tradeoffs in
such systems: increasing either the signal-strength
(by increasing the excitation per bandwidth) or the
bandwidth itself leads to a decrease in the effective
dephasing time. Thus trying for more signal or
more bandwidth can lead to less data stored (or
processed) overall. As a result, EID can severely
impact the use of such spectrally sensitive materi-
als in coherent transient storage and signal
processing applications.
Conversely, such strong ion–ion coupling might

be useful for communicating quantum state
information between optically accessible ions
for solid-state quantum computation [20,21]. In
these proposed schemes, it is the same dipole–
dipole coupling between ions that causes EID
which is called upon to enable the communication
between qubits. By putting the ‘‘control’’ ion into
its upper state, the resonance frequency of the
nearby ‘‘data’’ ion shifts slightly. Thus one
of the important requirements of quantum com-
putation—a basic 2-qubit gate such as the
‘controlled-NOT’ [22]—could potentially be
implemented.
As a result, a better understanding of EID

would facilitate engineering tradeoff analysis and
optimization not only for applications where EID
limits system performance, but also for those
where EID enables novel functionality. Here we
describe the incorporation of EID directly into the
numerical integration of the Maxwell–Bloch equa-
tions. This allows modeling of arbitrary pulse
inputs (including chirps) in media that can be also
optically thick, and should make it possible to
identify more of the underlying physics from
experimental results than has previously been
possible. In addition, such a modeling capability
could make it possible to quantitatively evaluate
engineering tradeoffs between time, bandwidth,
and signal strength that were previously inacces-
sible, within the time–bandwidth limitations of
these simulations.
2. Excitation-induced dephasing

A vivid example of such tradeoffs between time,
bandwidth, and signal strength is shown in Fig. 1,
where experimental photon echo measurements
are compared with the predictions of conventional
Maxwell–Bloch modeling.
Fig. 1(a) shows the measured photon echo

intensity due to a linear frequency chirp followed
by a transform-limited cw p pulse, as a function of
the chirp intensity. The chirp intensity shown on
the horizontal axis has been normalized by the
intensity at which the envelope of the transmitted
probe pulse remains flat, as described in Ref. [23].
This condition is met when absorption and
stimulated emission are balanced (as averaged
through the depth of the media), and indicates that
an equal mixture of ground and excited states have
been excited (e.g., the r3 component of the Bloch
vector, averaged over depth, is zero). Since this
condition is identical to the on-resonant behavior
after a cw p=2 pulse, it might be expected that this
level of chirped excitation should lead to a
maximal photon echo signal (assuming low optical
density and non-interacting ions). And at low
chirp bandwidth (top curve of Fig. 1), this
expectation holds true. But as the chirp bandwidth
increases, the photon echo signal decreases with
chirp intensity as well as with chirp bandwidth.
We attribute this intensity- and bandwidth-

dependent photon echo signal to EID [6–10]. In
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Fig. 1. (a) Measured two-pulse photon echo intensity for a

linear frequency chirp followed by a cw probe at the chirp

center, plotted as a function of the normalized chirp power for

various chirp bandwidths. Data taken using a frequency- and

amplitude-stabilized dye laser at 579:879 nm in a Eu3þ: Y2SiO5
crystal of optical density aL ¼ 1:2 [23]. The linear chirp is of
constant chirp rate ð15 MHz=70 msÞ; so lower bandwidth means
shorter chirp duration; the 5:0 ms probe pulse is always a p
pulse, centered 50 ms after the center of the chirp. (b) Simulated
two-pulse photon echo for the same experiment, using a

conventional Maxwell–Bloch numerical model (same as in

Ref. [23], with T1 ¼ 2 ms; T2 ¼ 500 ms; intensity a ¼ 4:6 cm�1;
and thickness ¼ 0:26 cm). In both parts, lines are present only
to guide the eye.

Fig. 2. Given a two-pulse photon echo (a) operating on an

inhomogeneously broadened distribution of absorbers (b), the

time-evolution of the phase of the participating atomic

coherences (c) can be pictured as a series of straight lines.

After the application of a second pulse and the rephasing of the

coherences, a photon echo will be produced. In the presence of

EID, however, the second pulse perturbs the resonance

frequencies (d), leading to imperfect rephasing and a weaker

photon echo.
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a simplistic description of a two-pulse photon echo
(Fig. 2(a)) operating on an inhomogeneously
broadened distribution of absorbers (Fig. 2(b)),
the time-evolution of the phase of the atomic
coherences can be pictured as a series of straight
lines (Fig. 2(c)). Since each ion resonates at a
slightly different frequency, its overall phase pulls
steadily away from the baseline phase of the
central excitation frequency. A second pulse, of
area p; can flip the phase of the ions so that their
subsequent progression brings them all back into
phase, at which point the resulting macroscopic
polarization can lead to emission of a photon
echo. In the presence of EID (Fig. 2(d)), the
excitation caused by the second pulse (or in the
case of the experiment shown in Fig. 1(a), by the
latter half of the linear frequency chirp) can cause
small jumps in the resonance frequencies for some
of the (physically neighboring) ions participating
in the photon echo. Thus the phase that was
wound up at one rate is unwound at another,
leading to imperfect rephasing and a weaker
photon echo. Intuitively, the point at which such
frequency jumps will have the strongest effect is
during the second pulse, since then the accumu-
lated phase error at the photon echo is maximized.
Unfortunately, this graphical approach to de-

scribing EID is limited, since it would be difficult
to extend it beyond pulses that are short compared
to the delays between pulses, or to include off-
resonant or other bandwidth effects, or to model
chirps, or to include propagation effects. However,
there is a model which does include all these
effects: numerical integration of the Maxwell–
Bloch equations [16,24–27]. But this basic
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modeling tool—used to simulate many coherent
transient devices in optically thick media [24–27]—
does not include the effects of EID. This is vividly
demonstrated in Fig. 1(b), where the predictions of
a conventional Maxwell–Bloch simulator are
shown for the same four experiments as Fig.
1(a). Since the model incorporates only a constant
dephasing time T2; none of the excitation-depen-
dent effects that dominate this particular experi-
ment are represented.
The purpose of this paper is to remedy this

situation: to incorporate EID into the Maxwell–
Bloch modeling of photon echoes. In Section 3, we
describe the conventional Maxwell–Bloch numer-
ical model, and discuss a few relevant issues that
have not been addressed before in the literature. In
Section 4, our method for incorporating EID is
described, followed in Section 5 by a description of
a typical photon echo simulation. Section 6 is
dedicated to verifying the EID model by compar-
ison against photon echo decay experiments, both
from the literature as well as from our own
experiments (Fig. 1). In Section 7, we use the
numerical model to investigate the accuracy of
experiments that are designed to extrapolate to the
intrinsic value of T2 despite the unavoidable
presence of EID. Section 8 is a discussion of
experimental situations that are not (yet) handled
correctly by the EID/Maxwell–Bloch model as it
currently stands, and finally, Section 9 concludes
the paper with a discussion of possible avenues for
future work.
3. The ‘‘conventional’’ Maxwell–Bloch model

The simulations described here model the
interaction of an optically thick inhomogeneously
broadened ensemble of two-level atomic systems
with a plane wave near-monochromatic optical
input. Our implementation follows an approach
that has been used by several researchers to model
the response of such media to both single-
frequency and chirped pulses [24–27]. In particu-
lar, this conventional model is identical to the one
used in Ref. [23]. Extensions of this Maxwell–
Bloch model to beams with Gaussian spatial
profiles, and to multiple beams of different angle
of incidence have recently been demonstrated
[28,29].
To begin, the localized quantum state of each

individual two-level system with unique resonance
frequency o is described by its density matrix r:
The time evolution of the density matrix given a
Hamiltonian H is derived from Schr .odinger’s
equation as

qr
qt

¼
i

_
½r;H�; ð1Þ

where _ is Planck’s constant divided by 2p and the
brackets here represent a commutator. In turn, by
using a frame of reference rotating at a nearby
frequency o0; the density matrix can be reduced to
three components forming a virtual ‘‘Bloch
vector’’ that describes the state of the two-level
system:

r1 ¼ 2 Refr12g;

r2 ¼ 2 Imfr12g;

r3 ¼ 1� 2r11: ð2Þ

Here, r3 represents the occupancy of the ground
and excited states (�1 when fully in the ground
state, +1 in the excited state), and r1 and r2
represent the coherent oscillation between these
states. If the aggregate oscillation of all two-level
systems of various o are in phase, then the
resulting macroscopic polarization Pðz; tÞ can serve
as the driving term in the wave equation

r2Eðz; tÞ �
n2

c2
q2

qt2
Eðz; tÞ ¼ m0

q2

qt2
Pðz; tÞ; ð3Þ

providing the ‘‘Maxwell’’ portion of the simula-
tion. Here, n is the index of refraction, c the speed
of light, and m0 the permittivity of free space. The
incident electromagnetic field is assumed to be a
nearly monochromatic plane wave propagating
along z with an envelope that varies slowly in both
space and time,

Eðz; tÞ ¼
_

m12
½Orðz; tÞ cosðo0 t � kzÞ

� Oiðz; tÞ sinðo0t � kzÞ�; ð4Þ

where m12 is the transition dipole moment of
the two-level system, k is the wavevector, and
Or;i are Rabi frequencies in units of ½s�1�:
These latter terms can be considered as a
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‘‘material-reduced’’ incident electrical field, or as
the ‘‘Rabi frequency of the pulse’’ [23]. This concept
is useful in dealing with off-resonant interactions
with cw pulses and complicated modulations such
as chirps [23].
The combination of Eqs. (1)–(4) lead to the

following five coupled Maxwell–Bloch equations
(see Refs. [26,27] for details of the derivation):

qr1ðz; t0;DÞ
qt0

¼Dr2ðz; t0;DÞ � Oiðz; t0Þr3ðz; t0;DÞ

�
r1ðz; t0;DÞ

T2
;

qr2ðz; t0;DÞ
qt0

¼ � Dr1ðz; t0;DÞ þ Orðz; t0Þr3ðz; t0;DÞ

�
r2ðz; t0;DÞ

T2
;

qr3ðz; t0;DÞ
qt0

¼�Orðz; t0Þr2ðz; t0;DÞ þ Oiðz; t0Þr1ðz; t0;DÞ

�
1þ r3ðz; t0;DÞ

T1
; ð5Þ

qOrðz; t0Þ
qz

¼
a
4p

Z
N

�N

r2ðz; t0;DÞgðDÞ dD;

qOiðz; t0Þ
qz

¼ �
a
4p

Z
N

�N

r1ðz; t0;DÞgðDÞ dD: ð6Þ

Here D ¼ o� o0 is the detuning from the
frequency of the rotating frame, T1 and T2 are
the excited-state lifetime and dephasing time,
respectively, and gðDÞ describes the relative line
shape of the (intensity) absorption coefficient a in
the local vicinity of o0: To avoid having both
space and time derivatives of Or;i; we have
converted from the original time t to a travelling
frame t0 ¼ t � ðn=cÞz; such that an optical pulse
starting at t ¼ z ¼ 0 reaches each z slice at time
t0 ¼ 0 [24]. Note that by having pulled out the
material parameter m12 in Eq. (4), the material-
dependent parameters in Eqs. (5) and (6) are
simply T1; T2; a; and gðDÞ:
The final terms on each line of Eq. (5) induce an

exponential decay back to the steady-state condi-
tion of r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 0; r3 ¼ �1: The elegance of
describing excitation in terms of Rabi frequencies
is revealed by the Bloch vector response at D ¼ 0
to a constant input of Or: ignoring the impact of
T1 and T2; the coupling between r2 and r3 causes
the latter (which again describes the degree to
which the two-level system is in the ground or
excited states) to simply oscillate as �cosðOrt

0Þ:
This also explains the origin of the term ‘‘pulse
area’’ to describe the quantity

R
Or dt:

Numerical solution of Eqs. (5) and (6) is
simplified by assuming causality and the absence
of back-reflection. Thus t0 and z can simply be
incremented in two nested loops, with the inner-
most loop evaluating Eq. (5) at each D; followed
by evaluation of Eq. (6) to compute the media’s
effect on the field for the next deeper z:
Readers wishing to duplicate this implementa-

tion can use the C++ code in the Appendix of
Ref. [26] as a starting point with the following
minor modifications:
(1)
 The addition of Oi terms as shown above
to allow the input of chirped input pulses,
written as

EB cos ðo0 þ o1Þt þ
A

2
t2

� �

¼ cos o1t þ
A

2
t2

� �
cosðo0tÞ

� sin o1t þ
A

2
t2

� �
sinðo0tÞ; ð7Þ

so that the instantaneous frequency at time t is
o1 þ At (primes dropped for readability).
(2)
 The re-ordering of the two outer loops with
the z loop outermost. This change allows Or;i

and r1;2;3 to be stored as simple vectors (of t0

and D respectively) rather than as arrays
(varying along z as well). The resulting savings
in computer memory permit much larger
simulations to be run, limited only by execu-
tion time.
(3)
 For numerical stability in the integration, two
copies of r1;2;3 are kept and updated in leapfrog
manner [26]. But it is important that the copy
that is integrated in Eq. (6) to compute the
macroscopic polarization corresponds to the
current time-slot (rather than the next time-
slot), lest the media contribution to the electric
field be applied out-of-phase. With chirped
input pulses, this can lead to the simulation
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producing un-physical increases in transmitted
field as t0 and z progress.
The final issue in the numerical simulation is the
choice of range and sampling along the three
variables of interest: z; t0; and D: The time and
space extent of the simulation, L and tfinal
respectively, are determined by the crystal thick-
ness and pulse sequence to be simulated. The
frequency extent of the simulation ðDmaxÞ is chosen
so that the contribution of r1;2 to the integrals in
Eq. (6) from the maximum detunings is negligible.
The sampling along z is typically selected to keep
the step in az too0:05; which has been previously
found to be sufficient to keep simulation results
independent of the exact sampling [30].
In contrast, however, the required sampling in

frequency and time can be specified much more
precisely. For instance, the required sampling
along frequency must be sufficient to resolve the
frequency grating formed by pulses at t ¼ 0 and
t ¼ 0:5tfinal; in order to correctly replay the photon
echo expected near t ¼ tfinal: (As tfinal grows much
larger than T2; this constraint can be relaxed, since
any such high-frequency grating would be sup-
pressed by loss of coherence.) Thus, the frequency
range must be divided into at least 2tfinalDmax slots
(essentially the time–bandwidth product of the
simulation). In turn, the time resolution must be
sufficient to follow the fastest Bloch vector
rotation, given the combined effects of D and
time-varying Or;i in Eq. (5). This requires that the

# of timeslots ¼ 2ptfinalðDmax þ o1Þ; ð8Þ

where o1 represents the maximum frequency
excursion of any chirped excitation from the
center frequency D ¼ 0: These guidelines can easily
be extended to the case where the simulated
frequency bandwidth is not centered on D ¼ 0:
In the case of strong excitation, the magnitude

of Or;i in Eq. (5) may be large enough that this
minimum time step may need to be further
reduced. However, attempts to change the time
step inside a simulation (for instance, switching to
a smaller time step only during strong pulses)
always resulted in spurious spikes in the output
field at later points of the simulation. It may be,
however, that adiabatic changes in time step could
avoid these un-physical and undesired features.
4. Modeling

Early experimental observations of EID gener-
ally included a phenomenological model to
attempt to quantify the loss of echo intensity.
For instance, Huang et al. [7] introduced a
Lorentzian distribution of random frequency
shifts, rðeÞ: Since these frequency shifts are
introduced by the second pulse, after which the
phase error simply accumulates until the photon
echo occurs, the intensity of the photon echo
should then decrease as (Eq. (3) of Ref. [7])

Iep

Z
N

�N

rðeÞexp½�iet21� de
����

����
2

: ð9Þ

This equation does well at predicting photon
echoes of two brief pulses. Similar approaches
were taken in other papers describing experimental
observations of two-pulse photon echoes affected
by EID [9,10,31,32]. However, since such treat-
ments essentially quantify the simple graphical
picture in Fig. 2, they are subject to the same
limitations described there (no long pulses, no
bandwidth effects, no propagation effects, and no
chirps).
There have been previous attempts at modifying

the Bloch equations to model effects similar to
EID [33–35]. Shakhmuratov [34] and later, Asa-
dullina [35], used modified values of T1 and T2 to
reflect the additional dephasing contributions of
random phase fluctuations that are either on the
incident field, or which are induced in the sample
by the presence of the incident field. Thus, this
approach is suitable for experiments where the
incident-field will remain constant, such as free-
induction decay or hole burning. However, it is
not clear how these approaches could be extended
to photon echoes, unless it would be to simply
switch between ordinary Bloch equations between
pulses and the modified version during pulses.
Berman also modified the Bloch equations for

relaxation in solids by adding a term in parallel to
the T1 and T2 decay terms [33]. He was attempting
to incorporate ordinary spectral diffusion (for
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instance, due to random fluctuations in local
magnetic-field) by modifying his version of
Eq. (5) as

qr1ðz; t0;DÞ
qt0

¼?�
r1ðz; t0;DÞ

T2

þ
Z

W ðD0-DÞ r1ðz; t0;D0Þ dD0; etc:

ð10Þ

whereW ðD0-DÞ gives the ‘‘probability density per
unit time that the local-field frequency shift
undergoes a jump from’’ D0 to D [33]. In the
context of ordinary spectral diffusion, W ð Þ
remains constant throughout the experiment and
is only influenced by terms such as external
magnetic field. What we show below is that this
approach can be used for instantaneous spectral
diffusion simply by allowing W ð Þ to vary con-
tinuously with the instantaneous change in local
excitation. (In actuality, we developed our ap-
proach independently, and only later recognized
the parallels with Ref. [33]).
To phenomenologically incorporate EID into

the conventional Maxwell–Bloch equations, we
stochastically impose random frequency jumps on
each homogeneous ensemble of ions based on the
overall excitation. After the usual evolution of the
Bloch vector at each time step of the numerical
simulation, all three components of the Bloch
vector and the line shape gðDÞ for each detuning
are scrambled with the Bloch vectors of neighbor-
ing detunings, by convolution with a Lorentzian
kernel of narrow linewidth sL: Since these
neighboring ions have randomized resonance
frequencies, the width of this scrambler function
is chosen at each time step as

sL ¼ sEID

Z
8D

jrt
3 � rt�1

3 jgðDÞ dD: ð11Þ

Because of the absolute value taken inside the
integral, the scrambler width will always be greater
than (or equal to) zero. Here, sEID represents a
dimensionless scaling parameter that describes the
strength of the EID. Thus, this one term incorpo-
rates the complex interplay between doping level,
the distribution of ions due to doping, each ion’s
influence on the local field (change in permanent
dipole moment between ground and excited states,
etc.), and each ion’s change in resonance frequency
due to local field (Stark effect, etc.).
In essence, the instantaneous change in any ion’s

resonance frequency depends on the degree to
which its local environment has changed, as
quantified by the overall change in population. If
not much excitation is occurring, then few ions are
changing state and the narrow scrambler function
has little impact. If some part of the simulated
bandwidth is being strongly excited, then the
resonance frequencies of all ions are more likely
to undergo a significant random perturbation.
These ions will then dephase from how they would
have evolved at their original resonance frequency,
leading to weaker photon echoes.
The advantage of our approach is that no

assumptions are made as to how the EID will
eventually influence the photon echo. The dephas-
ing and rephasing of the various detunings occurs
within the normal operation of the Maxwell–Bloch
equations, so that any effects that emerge from
long pulses, differences in pulse bandwidths,
propagation effects or chirps will be included.
In the computer implementation, the convolu-

tion of Bloch vectors is implemented by using a
fast Fourier transform (FFT) on the one-dimen-
sional arrays of interest (r1; r2; r3; and the line
shape g—all functions of D), followed by multi-
plication by the Fourier transform of a Lorentzian

exp �
2psLu

Dmin

����
����

� �
; ð12Þ

where u runs from �0:5 to 0.5 and Dmin is the
sampling interval in the frequency domain (and
thus the maximum extent in the transformed ‘‘time
domain’’). A second FFT returns the convolved
copies of r1; r2; r3; and g: For a rapid implementa-
tion, the complex-variable form of the ‘‘FFTW’’
algorithm is used twice [36,37], with two of the
real-variable arrays carried each time (e.g., r1 in
the ‘‘real’’ part, r2 in the ‘‘imaginary’’ part). To
avoid unnecessary memory transfers, the r1;2;3
variables remain within the custom FFTW mem-
ory structures throughout the simulation (e.g.,
during the implementation of the ordinary Bloch
equations).
In all the simulations performed in this paper,

such a small portion of the inhomogeneous line is
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Fig. 3. Output intensity for simulated photon-echo decays are

shown (a) without and (b) with the excitation-induced decay

feature turned on ðsEID ¼ 10�3Þ: A 1:0 ms pulse of area p=2 is
followed by a 2:0 ms pulse of area p; at increasing inter-pulse
delays. These curves are run for an ‘‘optically thin’’ sample.
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represented that the line shape parameter gðDÞB1
for all D: In this case, the weighting of the r1;2;3
vectors by gðDÞ can effectively be ignored during
the scrambling process. However, in other cases
(e.g., for a relatively narrow inhomogeneous line
width, or when a third state is trapping population
out of the two-level system for persistent hole
burning), it will be necessary to weight Eq. (11)
with gðDÞ as shown, and in addition to consider the
variation of gðDÞ when performing the convolution
of the r1;2;3 vectors. In such a situation, rather than
multiplying r1;2;3 by gðDÞ before each FFT opera-
tion (and then dividing it out afterwards), it may
be more convenient to recast r1;2;3 to include the
gðDÞ term. This can be done by simply multiplying
each side of Eq. (5) by gðDÞ and working with the
terms gðDÞr1;2;3: The variable gðDÞ still needs to be
represented independently since it appears by itself
(with T1 in the third line of Eq. (5)).
Note that because the effects of EID are

essentially incorporated within the underlying
Bloch equations, the inclusion of EID into
extensions of the Maxwell–Bloch model—for
instance, to beams with Gaussian spatial profiles
or to multiple beams of different angle of incidence
[28,29]—should be relatively straightforward.
5. Simulations of photon-echo decays

Fig. 3 shows simulated photon echo decays
without and with the EID feature enabled. A
1:0 ms pulse of area p=2 is followed at various
delays by a 2 ms pulse of area p: For simplicity,
results are shown for an optically thin media. To
keep the simulated pulse bandwidths finite and
thus avoid excessive ringing, all square pulses are
given raised–cosine rising and falling edges (here
spanning 25 ns) rather than instantaneous steps.
T1 and T2 here are set to 2:0 ms and 400 ms;
respectively. With a bandwidth of 715 MHz and
maximum time-span of 50 ms; 6000 frequency slots
and 9500 time steps are used (4� and 2� the
minimum sampling discussed above) and the entire
experiment represented in Fig. 3 (both with and
without EID) took 7 min to run on a Pentium
1:1 GHz laptop. A simple trick, used here and
throughout the rest of the paper, allowed us to
greatly reduce the run-time for such photon echo
decay curves. Note that the first 5 ms of all nine
curves in a set is identical, and the next 5 ms are
identical across eight of the nine sets, and so on. So
these shared segments only need to be run once.
After the simulator finishes the first photon echo
from 0 to perhaps 20 ms; it restarts the simulation
at that shared 5 ms branch-point to compute the
second echo, and so on.
To calculate the effective photon echo decay

curve, we can take either the peak value of the
photon echo, or more typically, the energy density
(the ‘‘area’’ under the photon echo intensity
curve). The latter was computed by adding all
the intensity—starting from, and on either side of,
the peak of the photon echo—until the incremen-
tal energy added becomes smaller than 0.1%
of the energy total. Fig. 4 shows such decay
curves, each normalized to 1, for the two sets of
simulated photon echo decays shown in Fig. 3.
In the absence of EID, the photon echoes
would be expected to decay with interpulse delay
tab as expð�4tab=T2Þ; and the top curve does
indeed follow this (for instance expð�4�
20 ms=400 msÞB0:8187Þ: However, in the presence
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∫

Fig. 4. Simulated photon-echo decay curves corresponding to

the decays shown in Fig. 3, with and without the excitation-

induced decay feature turned on. Here the normalized peak

intensity values of the photon echoes are shown, although the

area under the peak intensity (see text) produced quite similar

decay curves. The observed value of T2; termed here Tobs2 ; is
computed by fitting each decay to an exponential. In the

‘‘without EID’’ case, the exponential fit (solid line) does give the

intrinsic value of T2; with EID, a smaller value is observed
(more rapid decay). The inset shows the time evolution ofR
jrt
3 � rt�1

3 j dD as a function of time for the shortest decay,
indicating the degree to which the Bloch vectors were scrambled

during the simulation.
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of EID the photon echo decay is much steeper,
leading to an observed value of T2—termed here
Tobs2 —that is significantly smaller than the intrinsic
value of T2:
The inset of Fig. 4 describes how the modified

Maxwell–Bloch simulator brings this about. The
inset shows the value of

R
jrt
3 � rt�1

3 j dD as a
function of time for the shortest photon echo
decay simulation. As expected, the largest changes
in r3 occur during the first and second pulse. Thus
the most likely time for an ion to undergo a
stochastic frequency hop is during these pulses,
when neighboring ions absorb incident photons
and move from the ground to the excited states,
modifying their contribution to the local field.
Since the two pulses are very similar in pulse area,
on a log plot the change in r3 is almost identical.
However, as discussed above, the excitation during
the second pulse has the dominant effect because
that is when the phase excursions of the ions are
largest (and thus a frequency hop can lead to the
largest phase error at the photon echo). Note that
once some excitation has occurred, there is always
some low-level change in r3; even between pulses
and well after free-induction decay has died out.
This is the T1 decay of ions returning to their
initial states, which in our model is simply
additional change of excitation. Thus it would be
straightforward to add the effects of ‘‘ordinary’’
spectral diffusion due to random magnetic spin-
flips by simply increasing this time-independent
background level. Such a continuous low level of
scrambling leads to the non-exponential decays
that are often seen in ordinary spectral diffusion
[38,39].
6. Verification against experiment

While Fig. 4 shows that the modified Maxwell–
Bloch simulator mimics the effects of EID, this
verification is only in the qualitative sense. It
would be much preferable to make quantitative

comparisons between the new simulator and
measured experimental data. For this, we turn to
the literature.
In Refs. [7,8], Huang and co-workers in the

Mossberg lab showed several experimental results
(using the 7F0–

5D0 transition of 2 at% Eu
3þ in

Y2O3) which convincingly demonstrated that
photon-echo decays were subject to EID. For
instance, in the experiment described in the inset of
our Fig. 5(a), they performed four photon-echo
decays between equal-area pulses (always p=2
followed by a p pulse) at varying degrees of
excitation, and observed more than a 5� change in
observed time constant (from Tobs2 B228 ms to
49 ms) [8]. Starting with a first (second) pulse of
1 ms ð2 msÞ; they decreased the intensity of both

pulses by factors of F=10, 40, and 100 while
simultaneously increasing the pulse durations byffiffiffiffi

F
p

(e.g., at constant pulse area). The experi-
mental results, originally published as ‘‘Fig. 2’’ of
Ref. [8], are shown as the dark lines in Fig. 5(a)
and (b). The data was re-plotted here by extraction
from a high-resolution scan of the original
reference—even the scale on the vertical axis is
retained. As would be expected, the large band-
width addressed by the shortest pulses (I0) causes
significant EID, and thus leads to faster decays
than the longer, low bandwidth pulses ðI0=100Þ:
To match these curves, we repeatedly ran

the Maxwell–Bloch–EID simulator with the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Comparison between published experimental

photon-echo decays (black lines from Ref. [8], ‘‘Fig. 2’’) and

numerical simulations using the EID-enabled Maxwell–Bloch

algorithm introduced in this paper (filled symbols, sEIDB4�
10�3; T1 ¼ 860 ms; T2 ¼ 800 msÞ: The inset describes the
experiment, where two-pulse photon echo decays were mea-

sured for various reduced levels of excitation, implemented by

increasing both pulse durations (from 1.0, 2:0 ms) by factors
F ¼ 10; 40, 100 while simultaneously decreasing the intensity byffiffiffiffi

F
p

(e.g., at constant pulse area). (b) Comparison between

same experiment and simulation when a slightly different set of

factors are used (F ¼ 8:5; 35, 140), showing one plausible
explanation for the slight discrepancies in part (a).
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parameters of the ‘‘I0’’ experiment, while varying
our sEID parameter. As one might expect, larger
sEID values lead to faster decays. Although the
thickness of the crystal was given in Ref. [8], the
absorption coefficient was not. Since we could not
be sure of matching the effective optical thickness,
we made the choice to run the simulator as if the
sample was ‘‘optically thin’’ to keep the run-times
tractable (even so, one decay curve from Fig. 5,
with 16 000 steps along D and 25 000 time steps,
takes nearly 4 h to run on a 2:4 GHz Pentium 4).
Note that it was not necessary to know the precise
intensities of the pulses used in the experiment: the
simulator needs only the pulse area and duration.
Once we found a value of sEID that produced an
excellent match with the lowest curve, we re-ran
the simulator with the same value of sEID
but with the pulse durations and relative intensities
corresponding to the three other curves
ðI0=10; I0=40; I0=100Þ: The results, shown by the
filled symbols in Fig. 5(a), show strong agreement
between the simulator and the experimental
data. In fact, if slightly altered intensity values
are used instead—reflecting perhaps values that
might have actually been used in such a proof-of-
principle experiment—then the match between
simulation and experiment becomes nearly perfect
(Fig. 5(b)).
A similar experiment, but with a much shorter

second pulse, was performed in ‘‘Fig. 1(a)’’ of Ref.
[7]. In a similar fashion, Figs. 6(a) and (b) show the
match between simulated photon echo decay and
the experiment, both with the intensity values
listed in the paper (Fig. 6(a)) as well as with
slightly altered intensity values (Fig. 6(b)). Note
that the vertical and horizontal scales were chosen
to match the published plot, although the simu-
lated photon echo decays needed to be offset in
time by 0:85 ms in order to correspond.
We should note that the match between simula-

tion and experiment shown in Fig. 6 required a
much lower value of sEID than the later experi-
ment (Ref. [8], our Fig. 5), despite the fact that the
same crystal was likely used in both experiments.
In addition, while we could obtain a fairly good
match to the fastest non-exponential decay shown
in ‘‘Fig. 1(b)’’ of Ref. [7] (same experiment, but
brief pulse first, simulation not shown here), we
were not able to then match the other two curves
on that figure with the same sEID conditions. At
first, we attributed this to either the use of a
different wavelength within the inhomogeneous
line, or perhaps to inaccuracies in measuring the
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Fig. 6. (a) Comparison between published experimental photon-echo decays (black lines from Ref. [7], ‘‘Fig. 2(a)’’ and numerical

simulations using the Maxwell–Bloch simulator with EID (filled symbols, sEIDB4:4� 10�4; T1 ¼ 860 ms; T2 ¼ 800 msÞ: The inset
describes the experiment—similar to Fig. 5 except that the second pulse is much shorter ð6 nsÞ: The discrepancy between the values of
sEID used here and in Fig. 5 is discussed in the text. (b) Improved comparison between experiment and simulation with slightly altered
intensity-reduction factors.
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6 ns pulse width of the brief amplified pulse.
However, simulations run with different pulse
width proved less accurate in matching the
experimental data than the reported 6 ns value.
And while changes in relative absorption coeffi-
cient would explain the change in sEID; it would
not explain the failure to match ‘‘Fig. 1(b)’’ of Ref.
[7]. Here, according to the simulator, the EID
produced by the T1 decay of the brief first pulse
does produce non-exponential decays by itself, but
this effect tended to get swamped by the normal
EID-induced exponential decay caused by the
longer second pulse. However, another potential
explanation might be that in the experimental
apparatus used in Ref. [7], the amplified 6 ns pulse
was apparently not completely coherent with the
longer gated pulses (e.g., this pulse was not
bandwidth-limited) [40,41]. Thus, a significant
part of the intensity of the brief pulse may not
have been contributing to its effective area (as
likely measured by its effectiveness in creating
photon echoes with the second pulse). This could
potentially explain both the lower sEID value
needed to produce Fig. 6 as well as the difficulty
in matching ‘‘Fig. 1(b)’’ of Ref. [7].
Although the brief pulse used in the experiments
of Ref. [7] may not have been completely coherent,
this would not have been important when it was
used as a scrambler pulse. Thus, we had no
difficulty matching the experimental data from
‘‘Fig. 2’’ of Ref. [7], which is shown as the dark
lines in Fig. 7. In this experiment, the two-pulse
photon-echo intensity was measured as a function
of the position of the intense brief pulse applied as
a scrambler. As expected, when the scrambler
coincides in time with the second pulse, then the
photon-echo intensity is minimized. In Ref. [7], the
detector was time-gated to keep the photon echoes
produced by the amplified brief pulse away from
the measured photon echo, and any lack of
coherence would have helped minimize such
crosstalk as well. In the simulation, we can easily
add a scrambler by first running a simulation with
just the brief pulse to capture the resulting
evolution of

R
jrt
3 � rt�1

3 j dD: Then this additional
dephasing contribution can be introduced (in
addition to the usual population change generated
internally) at any time-point within a second
simulation, one which contains just the two pulses
and the photon echo. Thus the scrambler pulse can
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Fig. 7. (a) Comparison between published experimental photon-echo data [black lines from Ref. [7], ‘‘Fig. 1(a)’’ and numerical

simulation (filled symbols, sEIDB4:4� 10�4; T1 ¼ 860 ms; T2 ¼ 800 ms). Experiment corresponds to a two-pulse photon echo at fixed
delay as a function of the position of a strong scrambler pulse. Plots (b) and (c) correspond to weaker (I0=2; I0=4) scrambler pulses.
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be considered to be completely incoherent, or to be
in a separate portion of the inhomogeneous line or
even on a separate ion or site without needing to
increase the time–bandwidth product of the
photon-echo simulation. The filled symbols in
Fig. 7 show the simulated photon-echo signal as
a function of scrambler position, for three
different scrambler intensities. The same vertical
scaling parameter was used in all three curves.
Finally, the modified Maxwell–Bloch simulator

can be used to match the experimental data shown
at the beginning of the paper in Fig. 1(a). Here the
ability of the Maxwell–Bloch simulator to handle
chirps and optically thick media is used. Fig. 8
shows the simulation results (6600 steps in D;
28 300 time-steps, 10 steps along z), showing
reasonably good agreement between experiment
and simulation. While the falloff of photon echo
intensity with intensity for the two lower curves
(higher bandwidth) is more gentle in the simula-
tion than it is in the experimental data, all the right
trends are present, and certainly the simulation
results shown in Fig. 8 are far preferable to those
in Fig. 1(b).
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Fig. 8. Numerical simulation (solid lines) for the simple linear-

chirp experiment (open symbols) described in Fig. 1. Simulation

performed with sEID ¼ 2:5� 10�4; T1 ¼ 2 ms; T2 ¼ 500 ms;
intensity a ¼ 4:6 cm�1; and thickness ¼ 0:26 cm:

Fig. 9. Simulated photon echo decay constants, 1=Tobs2 versus

‘‘degree of excitation,’’ for two-pulse photon echo decays where

only the duration and intensity of the second pulse is varied at

constant area (but otherwise identical to Fig. 5), for various first

pulse durations (intensities). Pulse a is always p=2 in area; pulse
b is always p: A similar experiment was performed in Ref. [8],
‘‘Fig. 3’’ in order to extrapolate to the intrinsic value of T2—

parameters here are chosen to correspond to this experiment.

The �-mark and dotted line at 1=Tobs2 ¼ 0:00125 MHz
represents the ‘‘correct’’ value of T2B800 ms: Points a and b

are identified for use in comparing to Fig. 10. Lines are present

only to guide the eye.
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7. Extrapolating to the intrinsic value of T2

One of the problems with EID is that it can
mask the intrinsic value of T2; the portion of the
dephasing time that is independent of excitation
intensity. Measuring this parameter is important
when studying spectrally sensitive materials, as it
reveals information about the homogeneous line
width and the nature of the homogeneous broad-
ening. Thus, the presence of EID complicates
experiments where one would like to measure the
underlying dephasing time, or to study the
dephasing mechanisms through the variation in
T2 with various parameters (such as external
electric or magnetic field).
In order to obtain the intrinsic value of T2; ‘‘Fig.

3’’ of Ref. [8] performed a linear fit to the inverse
of the measured decay rates ð1=Tobs2 Þ as a function
of the degree of excitation ðBxB1=

ffiffiffiffi
F

p
Þ: (This

experiment was identical to the one described in
Fig. 5, except that only the second pulse was
varied). The intuition is that as the excitation
approaches zero, so will the effects of EID,
revealing the intrinsic value of T2: The question
we address here with our Maxwell–Bloch EID
simulator is not the basic intuition (which our
results do not dispute), but whether such a linear
fit can produce an accurate estimate of T2: In so
doing, we discovered some unexpected effects that
seem to depend on the relative bandwidths of the
first and second pulse.
In Fig. 9, we show the inverse of the observed

dephasing time taken from simulated photon-echo
decays, 1=Tobs2 ; as a function of the duration of the
second pulse, for various different values of the
first pulse. All simulations were run ‘‘optically
thin’’. For each data point, the exponential time
constants shown were fitted to photon-echo decays
containing 3–4 points, using the same time range
for all decays. In this region, the decays do appear
to be exponential; however, similar simulations
hint that some of these decays should become
somewhat non-exponential at longer delay times.
We do not consider this added complication here.
At the extremes of the simulated range of pulse
durations, the numerical experiments become
difficult for much the same reasons that would
occur in actual experiments: photon echoes that
are weak (from either low excitation or very
rapid decay) are difficult to measure accurately;
conversely, when the two pulses are long
yet closely spaced, the photon echoes are
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hard to distinguish from the free-induction decay
of the second pulse.
According to Fig. 9, only the longest first

pulses seem to give data that could be linearly
extrapolated to the intrinsic value of T2 (set
for simulations to 800 ms; or 1=T2 ¼ 1:25 kHz
ð0:00125 MHzÞÞ: Certainly, this method (varying
the second pulse at constant area) may not be the
best way to estimate T2: To try to understand this,
we reversed the experiment: varying the duration
of the first pulse for various different values of the
second pulse. The results, shown in Fig. 10, may
provide yet another explanation why some experi-
ments find that the first pulse has no impact on
EID (the center curve in Fig. 10, for instance),
while others show it does have an impact (other
two curves in Fig. 10).
We have labelled the same two operating points

in both Figs. 9 and 10 to attempt to help explain
these strange effects. At point a in Fig. 10, the
photon-echo decays much faster than at point b

even though the second pulse is exactly the same.
However, the narrow bandwidth of the first pulse
at a means that when the short ð0:6 msÞ second
pulse arrives, it finds many of the ions that it is
addressing to be still in the ground state, leading to
large changes in r3 as the p pulse excites these ions
straight to the excited state. In contrast, at point b;
these same ions addressed by the short second
Fig. 10. Simulated photon echo decay constants, 1=Tobs2 versus

‘‘degree of excitation,’’ for two-pulse photon echo decays where

only the duration and intensity of the first pulse is varied at

constant area (the complement to Fig. 9), for various second

pulse durations (intensities). Points a and b here correspond to

points a and b in Fig. 9. Lines are present only to guide the eye.
pulse—having already been affected by the short
first pulse—are at or near r3 ¼ 0: Here, the second
pulse writes a frequency grating to encode the time
delay, but the overall change in r3 is much smaller,
neighboring ions do not change as much and thus
there is less EID (slower decays). We did not find
such a straightforward explanation for the oppo-
site trend on the bottom curve, but we expect that
it is also related to the relative bandwidths
addressed by the two pulses. Note that the point
at which the first pulse has little impact on the
photon echo decay rate is when the first and
second pulses are nearly equal in duration
(bandwidth). It would be interesting to see if these
relative-bandwidth-dependent effects could be
observed experimentally.
In terms of obtaining the intrinsic value of T2;

perhaps a more accurate experiment to determine
the intrinsic (e.g. non-EID) value of T2 might be to
keep the pulse durations constant rather than area.
This avoids changing any bandwidths during the
experiment, and is also how more recent measure-
ments than Ref. [8] have been done Ref. [42,43].
Fig. 11 shows the simulated photon echo decay
Fig. 11. Simulated photon echo decay constants, 1=Tobs2 versus

pulse area, for two-pulse photon echo decays where the

intensity of both pulses is varied at constant duration, for both

weak (sEIDB10�4; gray symbols) and strong (sEIDB4� 10�3;
black symbols) levels of EID. Insets magnify the intersection

with the vertical axis to illustrate the difficulty of extrapolating

to the ‘‘correct’’ 1=T2 in the presence of any amount of EID,

unless only the weakest photon echo measurements are used.

Open symbols show that varying T1 from its original value of

860 ms either down to 400 ms or up to 8 ms has little effect on
the simulated photon echo decays. Lines are present only to

guide the eye.
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Fig. 12. Plot of ‘‘excitation density,’’ or the total change in r3
due to a single pulse, as a function of the pulse area in units of

p: Plot is normalized to the total excitation created by a 2p
pulse in order to make it independent of bandwidth.

Fig. 13. Data from Fig. 11, with horizontal axis rescaled by

Fig. 12, e.g., simulated photon echo decay constants, 1=Tobs2
versus ‘‘excitation density.’’ By converting from pulse area to

‘‘excitation density,’’ it becomes possible to extrapolate to the

‘‘correct’’ 1=T2 in the presence of varying amounts of EID.

Lines are present only to guide the eye.
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constants for such an experiment. Here the
duration of the first (second) pulse is always
1 ms ð2 msÞ and the intensities are equal (e.g., area
of second pulse is always twice that of the first
pulse). Clearly, even close to the origin, a linear fit
does not extrapolate to the correct intrinsic value
of T2; nor is the evolution even smoothly quad-
ratic. In the case of a small amount of EID (upper
inset of Fig. 11), then only when sufficient data are
available for pulse areas below p=20 will a linear fit
give the correct answer. However, even including
data up to p=10 will lead to an error in estimating
T2: And since T1 has little impact (open symbols),
this is not purely the aftereffects of the earlier
excitation.
There appear to be two ways around this. The

first, already known to researchers in the field [40],
is to convert the horizontal axis from pulse area to
‘‘excitation density.’’ In this way, the extrapolation
is then linear in the number of ions excited.
However, while this makes qualitative sense, it is
not clear how one should actually calculate this
‘‘excitation density.’’ For instance, as we saw
above, the excitation caused by the second pulse
(which is assumably responsible for most of the
EID effects) is not necessarily the same when
following a first pulse of significant area as it
would be in isolation. However, to keep things
simple, we chose to simply convert from pulse area
to ‘‘excitation density’’ by integrating under the r3
versus D curve after an isolated pulse. But we are
trying to compare to what an experimentalist
would do with their data. So rather than use the
full Maxwell–Bloch simulation, we simply took the
area under the Fourier transform of the pulse as
seen through the expected cosine nonlinearity.
This approach is really only valid near zero
excitation, but fortunately this is exactly the region
of interest here. Therefore, excitation density is
simply

ED ¼
Z
1� cos Ap

sinðpDÞ
pD

� �
dD; ð13Þ

where D is the frequency relative to the center of
the pulse and A is the area of the pulse in units of
p: The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 12. Note
that by normalizing the vertical axis, we remove
any dependence on the absolute pulse bandwidth.
Using this definition of ‘‘excitation density,’’ we
scaled the horizontal axes from Fig. 11 and replot
the same data in Fig. 13. Here it is clear that the
correct intrinsic value of T2 can be obtained for
either ‘‘weak’’ or ‘‘strong’’ EID.
The second method we found to avoid the

incorrect extrapolation of Fig. 11 was to change
the experiment so that only the area of the second

pulse varied. The first pulse remained fixed in both
area and duration, and as above, the second
changes only in intensity at constant duration. As
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Fig. 14. Simulated photon echo decay constants, 1=Tobs2 versus

area of the second pulse, for two-pulse photon echo decays

where the intensity of only the second pulse is varied at constant

duration, for both weak (sEIDB10�4; gray symbols) and strong
(sEIDB4� 10�3; black symbols) levels of EID. The first pulse is
kept at an area of p=4: Insets magnify the intersection with the
vertical axis to illustrate that it is possible to accurately

extrapolate to the ‘‘correct’’ 1/T2 in the presence of either level

of EID. Lines are present only to guide the eye.
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shown in Fig. 14, this also produces an experiment
that gives the ‘‘correct’’ value of the intrinsic
value of T2; but only when the horizontal
axis is given in pulse area. Scaling to ‘‘excitation
density’’ as shown in Fig. 12 is the wrong thing to
do here, since the incremental change in excitation
from a low-area second pulse after a significantly
large first pulse is not the same as if the low-area
pulse had been applied in isolation. Thus, this
second method bypasses the ambiguity about how
‘‘excitation density’’ gets quantified, at the cost of
a more complicated experiment (two closely
spaced pulses set to arbitrary intensities rather
than simply time-gating a beam of constant
intensity).
The extrapolation to ‘‘zero’’ excitation in order

to obtain an accurate estimate of T2 thus would
seem to call for constant duration experiments (no
variations in bandwidth), and either careful atten-
tion to how the degree of excitation actually
applied is quantified, or the use of only a single
varying parameter (for instance, just the area of
the second pulse). In both cases, however, the
EID-enabled Maxwell–Bloch simulator proves
useful in quantifying intuition and by revealing
subtle emergent effects.
8. Discussion

There is (at least) one discrepancy between our
approach and the underlying physics: the convolu-
tion described above is a memory-less random
walk, whereas the modification of the local
neighborhoods by excitation is eventually reversed
slowly by T1 decay. Fortunately, since signal
strengths also die rapidly with T1 and times of
interest are usually5T1; this is often not an issue.
However, some two-species experiments
have been performed with photon echoes gener-
ated on a long T1 ion species or site, and scrambler
pulses on a second (but spatially co-located)
species of much shorter T1 [19,44]. In such a
situation, our model would not predict the results
accurately. However, the much more common
scenario of EID due to the lingering (but slow) T1
decay from an earlier strong scrambler pulse will
be modeled correctly.
In order to correctly simulate the random walk

with memory, it would be necessary to be able to
return each portion of Bloch vector that had been
scrambled to a nearby detuning to its original
detuning, but with its ‘‘share’’ of all the changes
that had occurred to the neighbor detuning. While
this would be intractable to do directly, it is
possible that one could track the collective average
of the ‘‘lent-out’’ portion of each Bloch vector. In
addition, the integral

R
jrt
3 � rt�1

3 j dD would need to
be treated in two parts: the portion where rt

3 �
rt�1
3 > 0 so that excitation is proceeding from
ground to excited (leading to pure scrambling, as
in this paper), and the transition from excited back
to ground (rt

3 � rt�1
3 o0; leading to ‘‘unscram-

bling’’ or the re-coalescing of Bloch vectors back
to their ‘‘home’’ resonance frequencies).
In addition, this work was motivated by and

checked against experimental results for photon
echoes in media doped with rare-earth ions
(specifically, Eu). Phenomena present in other
types of spectrally sensitive material may require
adaptations to this approach.
Possible avenues for future work that have been

opened up by this work might include:
(1)
 experimental investigation of the pulse band-
width effects described in Section 7,
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(2)
 simulation of free-induction decay in the
presence of EID, perhaps validated by match-
ing to either optical or spin experiments
[18,45],
(3)
 connection with underlying physical models of
ion–ion coupling, where sEID is derived from
basic parameters such as doping level and
distribution, the position within the absorp-
tion line, permanent dipole moments, and
Stark coefficient (or other similar effects
known to lead to frequency-shifts with
changes in local field),
(4)
 the tie-in described above with intrinsic but
time-evolving dephasing effects such as
ordinary spectral diffusion, the ‘‘frozen core’’
[46–48], etc.,
(5)
 connection with quantum-computing schemes
[20,21], where the stochastic scrambler is
replaced with specific frequency jumps due to
a countable number of relevant neighbors, and
(6)
 engineering optimization of bandwidth and
degree of excitation to maximize data storage/
processing performance in the presence of
EID.
9. Conclusions

We have described the incorporation of EID
into the numerical simulation of photon echoes. At
each time step of the numerical integration of the
Bloch equations, we model the stochastic fre-
quency jumps of ions caused by excitation of
neighboring ions by convolving the Bloch vectors
with a narrow scrambling kernel. The width of this
convolution kernel follows the instantaneous
change in overall population, integrated over the
simulated bandwidth. The advantage of our
approach is that by introducing EID at a very
basic level, we avoid any a priori assumptions
about its impact. This has allowed us to find
emergent effects that have not been described
elsewhere (or admittedly, observed experimentally
yet). In addition, we can model complex scenarios
of practical import including data-bearing pulses,
chirped pulses, and optically thick materials.
We validated our modifications of the Maxwell–
Bloch model by extensive comparison against
published and original experimental results, in-
cluding two-pulse photon echo decay curves,
photon echoes perturbed by short scrambling
pulses, and chirped excitation pulses. An analysis
of the accuracy of various experimental methods
for extrapolating to the intrinsic T2 in the presence
of EID, and new emergent behavior related to the
relative bandwidths of the first and second incident
pulse, were also described.
The incorporation of EID into Maxwell–Bloch

modeling should offer both improved understand-
ing of experimental results, as well as more
substantive analysis of engineering tradeoffs al-
lowing more aggressive design-points in realistic
optical coherent transient applications.
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